POLYMETAL INTERNATIONAL PLC
Introduction
Polymetal International Plc was founded in 1988 by Alexander Nesis. It is an Anglo-Russian
mining company for precious metals. It is registered in Saint Helier Jersey and listed on Moscow
Exchange and London Stock Exchange. It is a component of the FSTE 100 index, FSTE Gold
mines, RSX and Euromoney Global Gold Indices. Although the company was first founded in
Saint Petersburg, Russia, its headquarters is in Cyprus till date.

POLYMETAL INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT
In 2014, Polymetal International Investment was launched as a subsidiary of the company. The
main aim for this creation is to reach out to more smart investors around the globe. We are
dedicated to giving our investors life changing experience because we see them as partners, as
they are the catalyst that speed up further processes of the metal mining done in the company.
Anyone can be an investor at Polymetal because our investment plan is flexible such that you can
start earning from one of the biggest precious metal mining companies with as low as a hundred
dollar. Investment is also made easy because we make use of the Bitcoin crypto currency, for
investment.

INVESTMENT PLAN
Our investment plan consists of five investment packages which are;
•

SUSTAINABLE: We offer 5% interest of investment after 24hours of investing. The
minimum amount of investment here is $100 and while the maximum is $2,500.

•

CORPORATE: We offer 12% interest of money invested after 2 days of investing. The
minimum amount of investment here is $3,000 while the maximum is $10,000.

•

GOVERNANCE: We offer 20% interest after 3 days of investing. The minimum amount of
investment here is $7,000, while the maximum is $20,000.

•

PRESIDENTIAL: We offer 30% interest after 6 days of investing. The minimum amount
that can be invested on this package is $10,000 while the maximum amount is $200,000.

•

METAL MINING: This is the real deal. It offers a whopping 50% interest on your
investment after 8 days. The minimum amount of one can invest here is $15,000 while the
maximum is $500,000.

Also, we have a COMPOUND INTEREST PACKAGE , which is the limitless offer our
investors stand to gain when they reinvest both the capital and interest of their initial investment
on a particular package.

HOW TO EARN FROM POLYMETAL INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT
The steps to follow in order to earn from Polymetal International Investment are very easy.
Follow our Five-step Investment Procedures, after which you either reinvest to attract compound
interest, or you make instant withdrawals.

HOW TO INVEST?
Investment is the only way to secure your account with Polymetal International Investment when
you sign up for the first time, because any account without investment gets deactivated after
three days of sign up.

The Five-step Investment Processes are;
1. Log in to our website, and click on sign-up, to create a Polymetal International
Investment account.
2. After creating your Polymetal International Investment account, the next thing is the
investment. Log in to your account, click on the dashboard icon, select deposit, and select
the package best suitable to you.
3. Next you invest by funding your Polymetal International Investment account from your
bitcoin wallet. Transfer the bitcoin value of your intended investment from your bitcoin
wallet to the bitcoin address provided for you.
4. After making payment, send a live chat to our lifeline support provided in the menu, for
confirmation.
5. Lastly, wait for the time allocated to your package to elapse

HOW TO MAKE WITHDRAWALS

Although reinvestment is the best way to generate wealth as an investor, you can also make
instant withdrawals from your Polymetal account anytime.

How to go about it;
•

Log in to your account and go to dashboard

•

Click on withdrawal, and specify the amount of money you want to withdraw from your
account

•

Include your bitcoin address where provided, and send to your bitcoin wallet

•

Next. you send a live chat to our lifeline support for confirmation

We make use of an Automated Operating System, hence, payment is instant, your bitcoin wallet
gets credited within five minutes of withdrawal.

REFERRAL PACKAGE
Another way to earn from Polymetal International Investment is by referral. We give you 8% of
every investment made by your referral. So, by making steady referrals on Polymetal
International Investment, you can create a network that gives you more income as an investor.
More than becoming a well funded investor, you stand a chance of becoming our Coordinator in
your country, earning $2500 every two weeks, or an Administrator in your country, earning
$3000 every two weeks, or a Global Representative with a monthly earning of $18000.

Today, we've recorded a total number of 7438 Investors worldwide, with more than 20 Global
Representatives. It has been a life changing experience for all our investors. It is indeed the
fastest way to earn from metal mining.
Join the smart earner's club today, and live a life without having to worry about your next
paycheck. Spread the word to friends and family too, because Polymetal Investment is here to
fund them for life. With just one trial, you can double your net worth and enjoy the good life.

Polymetal International Investment is a top-10 global gold producer and top-5 global silver
producer with assets in Russia and Kazakhstan listed on the London Stock Exchange, Moscow
Stock Exchange and Astana International Exchange. The company is a member of FTSE 100,
FTSE Gold Mines and MSCI Russia. Polymetal has a portfolio of nine producing gold and
silver mines and an impressive pipeline of future growth projects.
Polymetal International Investment continued to deliver on its strategy of building the long-term
future of the Company, while generating significant free cash flow and creating value for its
stakeholders.
High-quality Asset Portfolio and Exploration Investments
Efficiently managed and profitable enterprises enable us to invest in efficient development
projects throughout deposit lifecycle and use Polymetal’s key competencies for future growth.

Robust Operating and Financial Performance
By focusing on full-capacity utilisation and robust cost performance of our operating mines,
we are driving continued operating improvement.

Commitment to a High Level of Corporate Governance
High standards of corporate governance provide strategic leadership and create reliable system
of control and strict compliance of the interests of management and all stakeholders.

Social Responsibility
Polymetal facilitates sustainable economic development of the regions in which it operates. The
company actively negotiate with local communities and pays significant attention
to environmental safety.

Our Purpose

We believe responsible and efficient mining can be a force for good for society. We aspire
to be equal to the challenge and deliver benefits to all impacted by our corporate existence.

Corporate Culture
Polymetal’s culture is firmly aligned with its strategy and recognised and supported by the
Board. The success of Polymetal is entirely down to its people. Our robust performance is based
on each employee taking pride in their work and responsibility for their actions, understanding
their individual impact on the business and being open to new challenges.

Growth through Innovation
We deliver growth using a range of strategies and innovative solutions. By thinking creatively,
we are able to explore future opportunities for expanding our operations that are often
overlooked by other companies. We are not afraid of turning challenging situations to our
advantage in order to progress towards our goals.
We secure our future by encouraging continuous learning and self-development among all our
employees. Our culture of continuous learning with Group-wide training and development
opportunities is critical to improving skills, motivating employees and ensuring the ongoing
success of the Company. As part of the cycled-learning process, we provide professional and
managerial education through our corporate training network, digital training hubs and training
centres. Given our vast geography, we have also developed advanced distance-learning systems
to complement the work of our training centres and on-site training facilities. Innovative methods
are widely used to train our Talent Pool and target groups for key positions throughout the
Company.
Sustainability and safety are our licence to operate. Responsibility at all levels of the Company
is key to ensuring strong governance and ethics: from the Board of Directors to the Group
as a whole, down to individual subsidiaries and to the employees. Accountability at all levels
from the Board down is seen as central to embedding a shared corporate culture within
Polymetal and employees have a vital role to play in reinforcing corporate values, both at work
and in their everyday lives. Our corporate culture is pivotal to delivering the long-term success
of the Company and the Board recognises that our employees are central to this process.

Polymetal is a leading gold and silver producer with a high-quality, low-cost asset base.
Our portfolio comprises 9 producing assets and 3 major development projects across Russia and
Kazakhstan. Our investments coupled with a rigorous approach to M&A activity are primarily
focused on the turnaround of distressed assets, as well as under-explored near-mine areas with
high potential that will contribute to significant long-term growth.
The producing assets and their locations are:
DUKAT HUB
Magadan Region, Russia
OMOLON HUB
Magadan Region, Russia
AMURSK POX
Khabarovsk Territory, Russia
ALBAZINO
Khabarovsk Region, Russia
MAYSKOYE
Chukotka, Russia
SVETLOYE
Khabarovsk Territory, Russia
VORO
Sverdlovsk Region, Russia
KYZYL
East Kazakhstan Region, Kazakhstan
VARVARA
Kostanay Region, Kazakhstan
PLACES WE OPERATE

